STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated
THOROUGHBRED PARK
(Acton Track)
Friday 25 May 2018

Weather: Fine
Track: Synthetic
Rail: True

J. D. Walshe (Chairman), C. G Polglase & J Turner (Stewards), M. Donoghue (Starter), R. Charnock (Assistant Starter), K. Head (Swab), L. Milton (Scales) J. Dorrington (Judge) Dr A. Willi (Veterinarian).

Supplementary Report
Nowra 20 May 2018

Race 2 MU-X Go Your Own Way Class 3 Showcase Handicap 1600m

Magic Search – Following the poor performance of the filly, trainer Mr D Pfierrer reported that a vet check of the filly by his stable veterinarian did not detect any issues. He advised that the filly would now be spelled. Mr Pfieffer was told that the filly would be required to perform satisfactorily in an official barrier trial prior to being permitted to race again.

RACE 1: UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK REMOVAL 2YO HANDICAP 1080M

Black Magnum – Knuckled on jumping.

Madam Ilithya – Slow to begin and crowded soon after by Black Magnum which shifted out.

Reason To Smile – Passing the 800m was restrained from the heels of Jewel Of The Clan which was being eased. Passing the 50m was steadied when tightened for room by Jewel Of The Clan (R Bensley) which shifted in. R Bensley was advised to exercise more care.

Onsettling Down – Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.

Rebel Lilly – Raced three wide throughout.

RACE 2: Brema Group Canberra Stayers 1900M

Willy White Socks – A pre-race veterinary examination of the gelding which was delayed arriving on course due to a diversion as a result of a road closure on the Barton Highway cleared the gelding fit to start. Slow to begin.

Concessions – Began awkwardly.
Balansa – Over-raced badly with its head up from the 1300m and until the 1000m when it obtained the benefit of cover behind Just Two Vees. Laid in in the straight.

Joey’s Joy – When questioned regarding the performance of the mare rider R Dolan stated that in his view his mount was not comfortable on the synthetic surface and also hung out from the 1000m. A post-race veterinary examination of the mare did not reveal any abnormality.

**RACE 3: WRECKING BALL MAIDEN HANDICAP 1080M**

Juliet’s Dream – Trainer Ms N Jarvis was fined the sum of $50 under AR140B(2) for the late addition of blinkers to the racing gear of the filly.

Outpointed Magpie – Checked on jumping when badly crowded by Juliet’s Dream which hung in despite the efforts of its rider. Passing the 200m, when hanging out was taken in and had to be restrained to avoid the heels of In Our Sights (B Spriggs) which shifted in when not clear. B Spriggs was advised to exercise more care.

Stratum’s Rose – Crowded soon after the start between Outpointed Magpie and Vellichor both of which shifted ground.

Exceptional Rhythm – Raced wide throughout.

Star For effort – Raced wide in the early and middle stages.

Star Of Samara – A post-race veterinary examination of the filly which hung in between the 200m and the 100m obliging its rider to stop riding, did not reveal any abnormality.

**RACE 4: PULVERISER MAIDEN HANDICAP 1280M**

No Doubt Ma’am – Change of tactics: To be ridden more forward; settled off-pace. Held up in the early part of the straight and passing the 300m had to be re-directed to the outside of the heels of Withhorn when that runner shifted in where it then obtained clear running.

Bill’s My Boy – Due to transport difficulties and app P Scorse’s late arrival on course, Stewards permitted app R Dolan to be substituted as the rider of the gelding.

Bridges – Slow to begin and slow to muster speed.

Glowing Cat – Raced three wide throughout.

**RACE 5: DEMOLITION DERBY CLASS 1 & MAIDEN PLATE 1750M**

Consoling – Tightened on jumping.

Imanacheeva – Held up for clear running until passing the 250m. Passing the 50m was contacted and taken in by Rising Force.
Rising Force – Passing the 50m was checked when disappointed for a run between Imanacheeva and Countof Montecarlo (app A Kajiya) which shifted in. App A Kajiya was advised to exercise more care.

Supa Hong Kong – Raced wide in the early and middle stages.

Countof Montecarlo – Raced wide throughout.

RACE 6: SIRACUSA SWEEPSTAKES BENCHMARK 60 HANDICAP 1080M
Snip The Mo – Slow to begin. Over-raced badly in the early and middle stages.

Oh What A Thief – Raced wide throughout.

Invincible Dream – Slow to begin.

Red Hot Tango – Passing the 100m had to be restrained from the heels of Waldo Waldorf (B Spriggs) which shifted in when not clear. B Spriggs was reprimanded (AR137(a)).

RACE 7: TAB FEDERAL BENCHMARK 65 HANDICAP 1206M
Addchan – Began awkwardly.

Dylan's Deeva – Passing the 1000m was restrained to avoid the heels of Fire Stoker (B Owen) which shifted in when not clear. B Owen was reprimanded (AR137(a)).

Undaoaf – Raced wide throughout. Hung out rounding the home turn. A post-race veterinary examination of the gelding did not reveal any abnormality.

Jar Of Hearts – Pulled hard in the early and middle stages. App Ms C Gillman was spoken to regarding her riding whereby, after initially holding a two wide position with Dylan’s Deeva being held in a pocket to her inside, near the 600m that runner was able to improve to her inside when her mount drifted out. App Ms Gillman was told that she must ride her mount’s in a more competitive fashion in future.

Zambada – Raced wide throughout.

RACE 8: SAFETY FIRST CLASS 2 HANDICAP 1280M
Star Sign – Trainer Mr L Pepper was fined the sum of $50 under LR35 for the late declaration of R Bensley as the rider of the gelding. Hampered on jumping. Trainer Mr L Pepper was told that as the gelding had suffered a bleeding attack during the event and as this was the second such occasion, it is now ineligible to race again in Australia under the provisions of AR53A(5). 

Te Ata – Slow to begin.

Fame Shines – Slow to begin and contacted soon after by Cliff which shifted out.
**Cliff** – Near the 900m was restrained when crowded for room by Fame Shines which shifted in and away from Sweet Knuckle after being contacted by that runner which was taken in slightly by Dutchess Moshe (C Reith) which shifted in when not quite clear. C Reith was told to exercise more care.

**Pink Moscato** – When questioned regarding the disappointing performance of the mare, rider app Ms C Gillman reported that in her view her mount did not appreciate the kickback of today’s synthetic surface. A post-race veterinary examination of the mare did not reveal any abnormality.

**Barrier Trial**
Co-trainer Mr P Jones was fined the sum of $50 under AR59A for failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identity Card for **Timandjack**.

**SWAB SAMPLES:**
Swab samples were taken from all winners.
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